RTG Neural Circuit Analysis
SAB Symposium
3rd November 2015
Lecture hall 0.024, Biocenter

9:00 Welcome by Ansgar Büschges

9:10 Astrid Prinz
Ensemble modelling in neuroscience

9:50 Marlene Bartos
Distance-dependent inhibition in rodent dentate gyrus

9:55 coffee break

10:50 Bruce R Johnson
Effect of injury on the firing properties of spinal cord neurons

11:30 Michael Brand
Regeneration of the adult zebrafish brain and retina

12:10 lunch break (SAB and RTG PIs in restaurant)

13:30 Tamas Horvath
Hunger-promoting brain cells regulate health and lifespan

14:10 Albena Jordanova
Unraveling the genetic basis of peripheral neurodegeneration – is there a hint?

End of symposium and transition to RTG retreat